Existing zebra crossing
Widen footway to 3m shared use
Widen crossing to 3m shared use
Extend drop kerbs and provide tactile paving

Provide pedestrian refuge island 3m wide shared use
Existing lamp column
Relocate existing lamp column
Adjust cover level
Provide new kerb line
Existing kerb line to be removed

Provide drop kerb
Adjust cover level
Proposed retaining wall and replant hedge.

Existing school keep clear marking to be refreshed and extended to 43.5m
Widen at back of footway to 3m and replace fence.

Traffic signs shall be double-sided where applicable and distances shall be dependent upon location.
Distances on signs are indicative only and would be refined during detailed design.

NOTES
1. Traffic signs shall be double-sided where applicable and distances shall be dependent upon location.
2. Distances on signs are indicative only and would be refined during detailed design.